Ariston NIG
720 B
Induction Hob
- Black
Rather than using heating elements under the glass to
heat the pan, induction actually heats the base of the
pan. The copper coil underneath the vitroceramic
surface creates an electromagnetic field which is
captured by the steel base pot and heats the pot bottom
directly, thus cooking the food placed inside it in a very
effective way. Key Features Energy saving Faster
energy efficient cooking save up to 90%* energy. Touch
control With just one simple touch, you can select the
temperature and function precisely and independently
for each cooking zone. The front position of the controls
make it more easier to use. Pan detection The plate
only comes on when it comes into contact with the pan
while the rest of the surface remains cold. Timer You
can set automatically switch on and off all the zones by
setting the timer up to 99 minutes. Easy to clean
Thanks to the fact that the actual electric plates remain
cold during cooking, the induction hobs can be cleaned
extremely easily and safely. Without the slightest risk of
burning your hands, a damp cloth is all you need to
eliminate old or fresh food residues. Plus, the treated
hob is immune to scratches: even when sliding
saucepans, you’ll never risk damaging your hob. Schott
Ceran® glass SCHOTT CERAN® glass is the only
ceramic glass tops produced without the use of heavy
metal arsenic and antimony, yet helps you contribute to
environmental protection. Heat is conducted evenly and
directly onto the pan surface, while the unheated
surface on the cooker remains relatively cool. Effortless
installation Freely choose from an easy built-in to simple
table top installation added convenience. The 13A plug

means no waiting, just plug and cooking for instant
satisfaction. *image are for illustration purposes only

Features
General

Brand
Model
Product
Type

Ariston
NIG 720 B
Built-in Induction Hobs

Dimensions

Product Height
(cm)

5.4cm

Product Width
(cm)
Product Depth
(cm)

73.5cm
41.5cm
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